Strategic Consulting
Access expert consultants from Qrious to help accelerate business
outcomes.
Whether for a short-term or a
large-scale project, augment your
team with specialist skills from
Qrious. Our experts can help
deliver quality data and analytics
outcomes to your organisation.

Strategic Consulting offers full-time dedicated
resource to supplement your team, without ongoing
commitment. If you need to fill a short-term skills gap
or have a high priority project that requires more
hands-on-deck, Qrious has consultants who can help.
Our consultants come from a range of specialist
backgrounds across the data and analytics spectrum.
So, no matter what your requirements are, we’ll be
able to source the right person for you.
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Qrious Strategic Consulting

Why Strategic Consulting?

Access hard to find skills

Skip recruitment

Sophisticated data projects

Data and analytics specialists are in
high demand in New Zealand. So, they
can be difficult to recruit for short-term
or one-off projects. With Strategic
Consulting, gain access to the skills
you need, when and for how long you
need them.

Recruiting staff can be expensive and
time consuming. Instead of spending
hours wading through CVs, talk to us
about your requirements and we will
source the right person for the job. And
they’re yours for as long as you need
them.

Our team of specialists have proven
experience across the analytics
spectrum. From data segmentation,
visualisation and reporting
dashboards, to decision engines,
predictive modelling, machine learning
and AI.

How can Strategic Consulting help you?
Strategic Consulting gives your team access to hard-to-find specialists spanning data and analytics disciplines. Easily
complete sophisticated projects in your organisation with the help of our expert consultants.

Data Engineers

Business Intelligence Consultants

Our engineering team deploy and manage
infrastructure, integrating data from various sources
into robust and secure environments. Through their
expertise they provide optimised solutions that are
scalable for our customers analytics requirements.

Our Business Intelligence Consultants work with best
of breed technologies, providing expertise in the
design, development, and implementation of Business
Intelligence (BI) and analytics systems.

Data Scientists

Data Story Tellers

Our Data Scientists apply analysis techniques to seek
insights and build models for deployment. They can
discover value hidden in vast amounts of data by
applying data mining techniques, doing statistical
analysis, and building high quality prediction systems.

Our Data Story Tellers build a narrative from the results
of data analysis. They also explore how best to provide
an interface for analytics to a business, whether a
customisable dashboard, natural language processing
such as chat bots, or reports and alerts.

Why Qrious?
Qrious works alongside leading New Zealand brands, enterprises and government agencies. Our expert team of analytics and
data professionals have hard-to-find skills and knowledge across Data Consulting, Data Science, Data Architecture and Data
Engineering disciplines.

Find the skills you need with Strategic Consulting. Talk to us today at info@qrious.co.nz
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